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𝓑𝓵𝓪𝓼𝓽 𝓯𝓻𝓸𝓶 𝓽𝓱𝓮 𝓹𝓪𝓼𝓽
Photos bring back some great memories from the past. See if you can guess who
some of these young riders are? Great photos sent in, shows just how fast time goes
by!
Gary Woolaway1 - George, 48 years ago at the Perth Royal Show!
2 & 3 - Oak So Fine (Nugget).
4 & 5 - Hawk Wood Spinning Chief (Bobby).
6 & 7 - Crown K Addicted to Chex (Jasper), known over east as (Ticket) because he was a raffle prize!

𝓑𝓵𝓪𝓼𝓽 𝓯𝓻𝓸𝓶 𝓽𝓱𝓮 𝓹𝓪𝓼𝓽 … continued

Christine Lane1. Boddington Rodeo 2003 competing on Kings Ranch Handyman aka Jack, a friend’s horse. Her quickest
time was 2.8 seconds
2. 1986 Ballarat Show on her first horse. He was a Thoroughbred and his name was Fire. Christine was
about 16 years old. This horse started it all for her, he was a versatile horse in show jumping, eventing,
hacking, pony club games & anything they could have a go at, they would have a blast!
3. 2003 New Year’s Eve Rodeo at Stampede Arena on Kings Ranch Top Hand aka Topper, where Christine
won her first buckle in the Breakaway. She still has Topper, he is 28 & still going strong!

Professionals Corner*NRHA World Wide Judge Debra Versluis*
“I know I really enjoyed having Deb over here back in February for
our 2- day show. She gave some really good feedback and advice.
Here are some tips Deb has kindly sent in to share with us!” - Kate
You want to show a reining horse, how hard can it be? Watching elite horse
and rider combinations make it look easy. The truth is I believe the longer
you do reining the harder it gets.
“Champions do not become champions when they win the event, but in the hours, weeks, months and years they
spend preparing for it. The victorious performance itself is merely the demonstration of their Champion Character.“
T. A. Armstrong
Ok, let’s be honest, for most of us, reining is a hobby. To reach that elite status is something we might dream about
but not truly strive for. What we can strive for is to be the best we can be. As a judge I can see in the show pen the
difference between a “weekend rider” or someone that has put in the hours in the saddle. If you want to be
successful, as quoted above, be prepared to put in the effort.
Regardless if you are a beginner, non pro, a trainer or anything in between there are certain things you need to
know. Here are some tips for showing.
BEFORE YOU SHOW
Read the rule book. Read the real book.
Imagine not having to learn the road rules and laws before you hopped behind the wheel of a car. The rule book is
the information you need to know before showing.
Read the rules and definitions which are with the entry forms. Each club have their individual class rules.
The ladies / men’s class at your local club is a two-handed class, but at another club it is a one-handed class. You just
scored a penalty 0.
Make sure before you haul your rig out of the driveway you have packed everything.
Have you tired riding a reining pattern bareback or god forbid your saddle pad doesn’t match your shirt.
AT THE SHOW
Check where you are in the draw, and if there are any scratching’s. Give yourself plenty of time to be focused
before your run. In big classes check scratchings again.
Your Exhibitor number 88 - draw 25. You have a couple of hours up your sleeve. You mossy on over to the warm up
pen about 45 minutes before your run. Tail bag still on, chaps and skid boots hanging off the saddle and you just
realised you don’t have your number on. Then someone tells you there has been 6 horses scratched before you.
Ahhggg it’s time to scramble.
Know what you and your horse are capable of before entering the pen.
It can be painful when you try to do a + 1 stop on your horse that at best has a 0 stop. Fast circles are CONTROLLED
speed not bat out of hell speed.
Know your pattern.
If you don’t there is only one outcome. Penalty score 0

ITS SHOW TIME
Draw 25 – Exhibitor 88 in the hole. You have your matching shirt and pad on and looking bloody good, hat is on,
number? yeap, chaps are rolled down, boots on your horse and tail brushed. You know your pattern. You are ready
to show.
IN THE PEN
It’s a long way to the center of the arena to start your pattern. This is when some of us take a deep breath which we
plan to hold onto until the run is finished. It’s amazing that some riders don’t pass out. Remember we are doing this
because it’s fun, it’s a hobby, and it’s what we like to spend all our money on. Breathe in, breathe out. It will help
you and your horse relax. Smile with your butt cheeks and your mouth.
Does it seem to take forever to get to the beginning of the pattern because your horse walks so slowly?
You don’t have to walk along the wall of the arena. Take a short cut and walk off the wall closer to the center. Better
still jog in. There is no penalty for walking slow but gee you will make the judge happy.
What is the most important thing when showing in reining?
You and your horse are on pattern. Read the pattern do not just look at the picture. It often happens that your best
run for the day is a one that you scored penalty 0 because you were off pattern. Hey, it’s only some circles, stops and
spins with a couple of other maneuvers thrown in. Who can’t count to 4?
Pattern placement – correctness.
The center of the arena doesn’t mean five meters from the center – deduction off maneuver score. Your 0 circles are
now -1/2.
Do you know there are markers in the arena? Where specified in the pattern to run past the marker that is exactly
what it means – PAST. Not at the marker. Again your best run for the day is one that you received a 2 point penalty
for initiating a stop before or on the marker. If you do not pass that marker you should be made to walk around with
a cone on your head. Absolutely no excuse.
Stay out of the penalty box
All I can say is, easier said than done. Sometimes S#@T happens. It even happens to the professionals. Cross your
fingers, pray to god you get through penalty free. If not once again your best run for the day is one that you received
penalties in.
If something goes wrong keep riding, forget about it. “Keep Calm and hope the Judge wasn’t looking”
The run is over. You can breathe again. You are either smiling, disappointed or holding back tears and thinking. “why
do I do this sport” Oh yeah because it’s fun.
After the show is over
Always check your score sheets. This is a great way to see where you can improve your score.
If possible have someone video your run. It is one of the best learning tools you can have. It will either show that
your run looked better than it felt, or worse. Those big fast circles where actually pretty slow. Woops.
A. GENERAL – This is your bible to reining.
Read it, learn it, abide by it and you will have everything you need to know about our wonderful sport of Reining.
Debra Versluis

News around the Reining World –
Run For A Million & The Last Cowboy
Due to the COVID – 19 pandemic unfortunately this years Run For A Million
event in August has been postponed until the event can be produced with the
same energy and excitement that came with it at last year’s event! Reining fans
& competitors around the world feel the same disappointment yet another
major event has been taken off the calendars.

The biggest & richest event in the history of reining held at the prestigious South Point Arena and
Equestrian Centre in Las Vegas, Nevada is where 15 of the most accomplished NRHA professionals
compete for a $1,000,000. In addition to the Million Dollar Competition, there is a $100,000 Shoot Out,
$50,000 Invitational Freestyle, $50,000 Non Pro Championship and Rookie Championship.

Lasts year’s event saw, Cade McCutcheon & Craig Schmersal tie for first
with winning scores of 229.5. They settled for a co-championship,
earning $307,000 each. Both of their horses, Custom Made Gun & No
Smoking Required, are by the late Colonels Smokingun, a 1993 sorrel
overo stallion by Colonelfourfreckle (QH) and out of Katie Gun (QH).
*Interesting fact - Out of the 12 horses that competed in the Million
Dollar Invitational, seven were Paint Horses and all placed in the Top
10.

Looking forward to the next Run For A Million & The Last Cowboy! Until
then there is always the latest season of Yellowstone to catch up on
starring some of the NRHA Pros in it!

2020 NRHA Derby Jason Vanlandingham & A Vintage Smoke Win Level 4
Open Championship at 2020 NRHA Derby Presented by
Markel with a Winning score of 227.5. A Vintage Smoke, at
only 5 years old, has two years of derby eligibility left.
The derby put in place new protocols because of COVID19. This included increased stall spacing, face mask
requirements for staff, mandatory social distancing, and
closing the event to the public. Even so, with all the pandemic chaos, the 2020 NRHA Derby was the largest
in NRHA history. Not only was there a record number of horses, riders, and entries, the total purse for the
show was also record-breaking, surpassing $1.1 million. There were 1,433 stalls filled, another record. That
translated to 820 horses entered in the show, up from 664 last year. The number of riders competing at
the event rose substantially as well, going from 499 in 2019 to 637 this year. All that equated to record
entry numbers, up to 3,301 entries from 2,750 the previous year.
The huge show led to several career achievements, including three unofficial millionaire milestones.
Andrea Fappani’s Open win in the Adequan® Arena early in the week made Rancho Oso Rio LLC an NRHA
Two Million Dollar Owner. When Jason Vanlandingham won the Level 4 Open Derby Championship on
Saturday evening on A Vintage Smoke, he surpassed the NRHA Two Million Dollar Rider mark in earnings,
and his horse’s sire, A Sparkling Vintage, became an NRHA Two Million Dollar Sire.
(Info thanks to - nrhaderby.com)

The winning runs can be seen at the link below!
nrhaderby.com/videos

The following is a summary from the,

Oceania Council Meeting
To WARHA Committee and Members,

The Oceania Council held a meeting on 16/06/2020

The first Agenda Item was to elect a Chairperson as leadership role. Rob Lawson was nominated for the position
and unanimously elected.
Second Agenda item to be discussed was what Reining Australia’s role is in regards to the future of Reining in
Australia especially after the video message to RA members and Affiliates from the RA President.
Third Agenda item to be discussed was the role of the council members and communication channels between the
council members, Affiliates and Affiliate members. It was unanimously decided that we speak with one voice. All
members of the Oceania Council are of equal standing and each affiliate gets to have an input into discussions and
decisions that take place.
Fourth Agenda item that was discussed was Eligibilities. NRHA have discussed on several occasions that it was up to
the Oceania Council to decide and set Eligibilities. It was decided by the OC that it is a complex topic and three
council members have volunteered to investigate on how we will move forward with this contentious issue.
Fifth Agenda item was the History of Reining in Australia and all OC members stated that it is imperative that we
safeguard Australian Reining history and continue to document future history. It was discussed that it is important
for Affiliates to also document History at a local level to be added to the National data base.
General Business - Oceania Championships were discussed and the Equine Productions Company who organize and
run Equitana have approached NRHA asking if they could lodge a Submission to the council to organize and run the
Championships. We look forward to seeing theirs and any other tenders that are submitted to the Oceania Council.

The Oceania Council have asked for some feedback from members on
what changes you would like to see in regards to Ineligibility levels, as
they would like as much input from members.
If you would like to have your say please email our WARHA representative Rebecca Lockyer
becpaul1@hotmail.com
The following are the current levels-

Club Library Don’t forget about our club library DVD hire.
We have a good collection of training DVD’s we
hire out for a small donation to the club. A few
different trainers are to choose from with some
great advice to take on board.
DVD’s available now are:
Ken Faulkner Mastery Set
Sandi Simons- Creating Confidence & Liberty for Ladies.
NRHA - Manoeuvre Standards – 2010/11
Andrea Fappani – The Art of Fine Tuning, Series 3

Memberships
For a WARHA membership, please go to our website www.warha.com.au , click on ‘Forms’ and scroll
down to ‘2020 Membership Application’. This is a printable version which you can email or hand to
one of the committee members. Alternatively, you can request our membership to be emailed to you.
The fee for 2020 full membership is $70.00.
Day Memberships also available $10.00.

-2020 Proposed calendar of events**Subject to change due to government
recommendations **

25th July

Club Day - TBA

TBA

1st August

Training Show - TBA

TBA

1st, 2nd & 3rd August

Clinic - TBA

TBA

22nd August

Club Day - TBA

Karinya Equestrian Park

26th, 27th & 28th September

Clinic – Mick Taylor TBA

Karinya Equestrian Park

10th October

Club Day

Karinya Equestrian Park

17th October

Show - Juliana Sheridan TBA

Karinya Equestrian Park

14th November

Club Day

Karinya Equestrian Park

21st & 22nd November

Collie 2 Day Show

Coombes St, Collie

W.A.R.H.A. 2020 Committee –
President – Glenn Winsor

Vice President – Kevin Harrison

Treasurer – Julia Humphries

Secretary – Natasha Jurmann

General Committee – Christine Lane, Liz Galliott, Kate Admiraal,

Justin Sprigg & Gary Woolaway

Email – warhacommittee@outlook.com
WARHA Website- www.warha.com.au
Face book – www.facebook.com/groups/reiningwa/

**This month’s Watermark featuring - Rebecca Lockyer riding Gunner Party Hard Calboy **

